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We theoretically study the magnetic properties of pyrochlore iridate bilayer and trilayer thin films grown
along the [111] direction using a strong coupling approach. We find the ground state magnetic configurations on
a mean field level and carry out a spin-wave analysis about them. In the trilayer case the ground state is found
to be the all-in-all-out (AIAO) state, whereas the bilayer has a deformed AIAO state. For all parameters of
the spin-orbit coupled Hamiltonian we study, the lowest magnon band in the trilayer case has a nonzero Chern
number. In the bilayer case we also find a parameter range with nonzero Chern numbers. We calculate the
magnon Hall response for both geometries, finding a striking sign change as function of temperature. Using a
slave-boson mean-field theory we study the doping of the trilayer system and discover an unconventional time-
reversal symmetry broken d+ id superconducting state. Our study complements prior work in the weak coupling
limit and suggests that the [111] grown thin film pyrochlore iridates are a promising candidate for topological
properties and unconventional orders.
PACS numbers: 75.25.-j,75.30.Ds,71.27.+a
Introduction - One of the main focal points of quan-
tum materials research is topological states of matter, where
the essential physics is generally due to spin-orbit cou-
pling (SOC) [1–4]. Another is correlated electron sys-
tems, in which electron-electron interactions dominate, lead-
ing to interaction-driven insulators, magnetism, and uncon-
ventional superconductivity [5]. Even more possibilities open
up when both SOC and electron-electron interactions are
present, such as fractionalized topological insulators (TI) [6–
17], interaction-induced TI [18–24], and unconventional mag-
netic states [25–27]. A promising place to look for both types
of physics is in 5d transition-metal oxides, which tend to have
comparable electron-electron interaction and SOC strengths
[28–30].
Among these, the pyrochlore iridates A2Ir2O7 (where A is
a rare earth element) have seen a lot of interest [8, 10, 11, 16,
31–35], in part due to the geometrically frustrated lattice sug-
gesting exotic magnetic phenomena such as chiral spin liquids
[36], and in part since some iridates allow an elegant treat-
ment of the iridium orbitals in the form of a single effective
je f f = 1/2 moment [37–40]. (The splitting of the t2g orbitals
into separate j = 1/2 and j = 3/2 manifolds may be violated
in practice, but still represents a good starting point unless one
intends to make quantitatively accurate first-principles predic-
tions [41, 42].) Magnetically, the bulk systems tend to order in
a noncollinear q = 0 all-in/all-out (AIAO) configuration [42–
47], although Pr2Ir2O7 shows no signs of order at the lowest
experimentally accessible temperatures [48, 49]. As for elec-
tronic phases, there are many theoretical possibilities, includ-
ing axion insulators [32, 34, 50], topological Mott insulators
[11, 16], topological crystalline insulators [10], other varieties
of correlated topological insulators [8], and Weyl semimetals
[31, 32, 34, 51]. Thin films grown along high symmetry di-
rections have been shown to offer further possible phases, that
are not readily inferred from the bulk ones [41, 52–56].
Previous thin film studies have approached the system from
the weak coupling limit [41, 57], but the materials are re-
ally in the non-perturbative intermediate coupling regime [28–
30]. Here we describe work starting from the strong-coupling
limit, offering a perspective complementary to previous stud-
ies. Alternatively, one can view our work as a study of spin
(local moment) models with SOC on decorated kagome lat-
tices, possibly artificially created in an optical lattice using
artificial gauge fields to realize the SOC and spin interaction
terms [58–61]. While experiments on Eu2Ir2O7 provide ev-
idence for an AIAO order in thicker thin films [62–64], the-
oretical studies on atomically thin bilayers and trilayers are
less conclusive [41, 52, 53]. We find that, in the strong cou-
pling limit and on the mean field level, the magnetic ground
state is AIAO in the trilayer system, and closely related to it in
the bilayer. Performing a spin-wave analysis about the mag-
netic ground state, we find the lowest energy band is isolated
and has a nonzero Chern number. We calculate the associated
(thermal) magnon Hall response, which shows strong signa-
tures of the band topology. Finally we introduce dopants into
the system, and explore the phase diagram in a slave-boson
mean field treatment, discovering that a large region of pa-
rameter space hosts an unconventional time-reversal symme-
try broken d + id superconducting phase in which the order
parameter sign alternates between layers.
Spin model - The spin Hamiltonian for the bulk system is
[65]
H =
∑
〈i j〉
[
JSi · S j + Di j ·
(
Si × S j
)
+ S ai Γ
ab
i j S
b
j
]
, (1)
where Si is the effective spin-1/2 moment on site i, and the
terms represent the antiferromagnetic (AF) Heisenberg cou-
pling, Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction (DMI) and
symmetric anisotropic exchange, respectively. The latter two
are given in terms of the normalized DM vectors vˆi j [31], by
Di j = DMvˆi j and Γabi j = Γ
(
vˆai jvˆ
b
i j − δab/3
)
, parametrized by
the strengths DM and Γ, respectively. In the strong coupling
limit, the three interaction strengths can be determined mi-
croscopically using a Slater-Koster (SK) approach [31, 33].
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FIG. 1. (color online) (a) “Sandwich” structure. (b) Top view of
trilayer grown along [111]. (c) Top view of bilayer structure.
In the simplest models they are functions of the SK parame-
ter tσ with an overall scaling due to the Hubbard U coupling
[31, 33]. It is also possible to determine the direction of the
DM vectors (up to an overall sign) from symmetry alone [66–
68], producing two configurations known as direct and indi-
rect, associated with an AIAO order and a noncoplanar order,
respectively. For bulk pyrochlore iridates, the direct configu-
ration is expected and there is indeed also direct experimental
evidence for the AIAO order [45].
In this work we focus on thin films of pyrochlore iridates
with nonmagnetic A site ions [69] grown [76] in the [111]
direction [41, 52–56]. Along this axis, the pyrochlore lattice
consists of alternating triangular and kagome layers. We focus
on triangular-kagome-triangular (TKT) trilayers and kagome-
triangular (KT) bilayers [41, 52, 53], as shown in Fig. 1. It is
assumed that the spin Hamiltonian for these layers is the same
as in the bulk case, but that the lattice develops inequivalent
sublattices with different coordination numbers. For example,
in the TKT case sites in the triangular (kagome) layers have
3 (6) nearest neighbors (NNs). The absence of a mirror plane
means that we are unable to determine the thin film DM vec-
tors from Moriya’s rules. Instead, we take them to be inherited
from the bulk lattice [69]. To this end, and to minimize dis-
tortion effects, we consider a “sandwich structure” with lattice
matched support layers, as shown in Fig. 1(a).
Following bulk results [34, 66] as well as thin film predic-
tions [41, 52–55], we assume a q = 0 (translationally invari-
ant) structure and solve the model variationally on the mean-
field level. In the case of the TKT trilayer, we generically find
the AIAO state, as shown in Fig. 2a. In the KT bilayer case,
the symmetry is lowered even further, and we find a family
of distorted AIAO states. Essentially, these are spin config-
urations similar to the AIAO structure, but the spins do not
meet in the center of the tetrahedron. The z coordinate of this
intersection point can be used to classify the magnetic con-
figuration and measure how far from the AIAO state it is. A
typical case is shown in Fig. 2b. However, if we set J = 1
and choose DM < 0 and Γ freely, eschewing direct ties to mi-
croscopic models, we find that it is possible to get arbitrarily
close to the AIAO state [69].
Reaching the AIAO state in the bilayer does require a fine-
tuning of both DM and Γ, as well as an unusually high value
(a) TKT mean field state (b) KT mean field state
FIG. 2. (color online) (a) The AIAO structure generically found for
the TKT trilayer, and (b) the deformed AIAO state typical for the KT
bilayer. The shaded planes represent the kagome planes.
for the DM strength with |DM|/J & 1, whereas experiments
suggest |DM|/J ∼ 0.1−0.3 [46]. Nevertheless, it is interesting
to consider these bilayer mean field states proximate to the
AIAO order for |DM|/J ≥ 0.7 as they yield topological lowest
magnon bands, whereas those found for the parameters used
in the TKT case do not. In addition, we note that optical lattice
systems may allow strengths up to |DM|/J = 1 [61], rendering
our work potentially relevant to those experimental systems.
Topological magnon bands - To study spinwaves in non-
collinear magnetic structures, we first perform a sublattice de-
pendent rotation to make the local z-axis point in the direction
of the local moment, and then introduce a Holstein-Primakoff
representation [77]. The resulting Hamiltonian is truncated
to quadratic order, Fourier transformed and then diagonalized
using a Bogoliubov transform [78]. The magnon spectra for
bulk pyrochlore iridates was studied in Ref. [79], employing a
parametrization in which
J =
4t2
U
[
cos2
(
θt
2
− θ
)
− 1
3
sin2
(
θt
2
− θ
)]
, (2)
Di j =
8t2
U
cos
(
θt
2
− θ
)
sin
(
θt
2
− θ
)
vˆi j, (3)
Γabi j =
8t2
U
sin2
(
θt
2
− θ
) [
vˆai jvˆ
b
i j −
δab
3
]
, (4)
where θt = 2 arctan
√
2 ≈ 109.47° is the tetrahedral angle.
In this parametrization it is clear that energies scale by t2/U,
and θ is the parameter determining the relative importance of
the interactions. The system approaches the Heisenberg limit
and becomes gapless as θ → θt/2 ≈ 0.96. In the bulk system,
the cubic symmetry guarantees a threefold degeneracy at the Γ
point [79]. This degeneracy is lifted in the thin film case, and
we generically find an isolated lowest band, as can be seen in
Figs. 3a and 3c, for the trilayer and bilayer systems, respec-
tively. Since the lowest band is isolated, it has a well-defined
(first) Chern number, which we calculate numerically using
the Fukui method [80]. It turns out to be nonzero in a large
portion of the parameter space, due to the noncoplanar spin
texture, caused by the DM and Γ terms, inducing a nontrivial
Berry phase on magnon motion through the Brillouin zone.
3The relatively flat band also implies that magnon-magnon in-
teractions could lead to correlated boson (magnon) behavior.
In the TKT spectra (Fig. 3a) we use the parametrization
given above, and find that the direct gap between the two low-
est bands is 0.114t2/U (0.135t2/U) for θ = 1.57 (θ = 0.96).
Taking Y2Ir2O7 as a typical example of a Mott-insulating
AIAO magnet, we have the realistic value U = 2.5eV from
first-principles calculations on the bulk material [42]. Assum-
ing U/t = 6, the smaller gap is 92K. Since the iridates are
most likely in the intermediate coupling regime, the U/t ratio
is unlikely to be significantly higher. The gap should thus cor-
respond to experimentally accessible temperatures away from
a band closing at θc = 1.26. Defining the flatness ratio as band
gap over bandwidth, the TKT bands (apart from the θ = 0.96
case which approaches the Heisenberg limit) have flatness ra-
tios on the order of 1/10 [69]. Throughout the parameter
space considered, the lowest band has a nonzero Chern num-
ber C = ±1, with a topological transition at θc. The full band
evolution is shown in the Supplemental Material [69].
For the KT spectra (Fig. 3c) we used values of DM/J and
Γ/J chosen to engineer a state as close to the AIAO order as
possible. Again, we stress that iridates are unlikely to reach
the high DM strength required, but it might be possible to en-
gineer in optical lattice systems. Supposing that is the case,
we find that the gap closes around DM/J = −1.3, represent-
ing a topological transition from C = −1 at |DM| < 1.3 to a
topologically trivial system for |DM| > 1.3 [69]. In the topo-
logical sector, the gap is 0.3J ≈ 95K, using J = 27.3(6)meV
as reported for Sm2Ir2O7 [46], giving a flatness ratio that is ap-
proximately one. In general we seem unable to achieve a both
very flat and topologically nontrivial band in these systems,
which would allow for interesting interaction effects [81]. In-
cluding longer-range interactions (which translate into longer
range hopping terms for the spin waves) could perhaps change
that, as in the case of electronic Chern insulators [82].
Since magnons are bosonic excitations, a quantized mag-
netic (thermal) Hall response is not expected. Instead we
envision the kind of observations found in other topological
bosonic systems [83], such as photonic topological insulators
[84], Hofstadter bands in ultracold bosonic atoms [85], topo-
logical bands in cold bosonic atoms [86], and topological po-
lariton insulators [87, 88]. Wave packets are excited into the
nontrivial bands, possibly using a pulsed magnetic field as a
pump, producing long-lived edge excitations.
We have also computed (see Fig.4) a magnon Hall effect,
in which the magnon edge current produces a thermal Hall
current in the presence of a temperature gradient and an as-
sociated transverse thermal conductivity κxy [89–92]. As a
function of temperature, we find [69] a sign change in κxy
that reflects the topological nature of the thermal Hall ef-
fect in this system as bands of different Chern number come
to dominate the transverse thermal transport [93]. Observ-
ing this sign change requires a sensitivity of . 10−11 W/K
[69]. The thermal Hall effect has been experimentally demon-
strated in collinear pyrochlore and kagome ferromagnets [94–
99], and predicted to occur also in kagome antiferromagnets
[100–102], as well as other systems [103–107]. The topol-
ogy is due to the DMI in collinear systems, and finite spin
chirality of the magnetic order in noncoplanar systems, which
may be caused by DMI or magnetic fields. To our best knowl-
edge, the current study is the first to predict it will occur in
this specific noncollinear and noncoplanar magnetic configu-
ration. The noncollinearity makes the order more susceptible
to control by external magnetic fields. For small fields we ex-
pect the thermal Hall conductivity should still be present since
the lowest magnon band is separated by a gap from the next
higher band.
Doping and superconductivity - To identify order parame-
ters with the same symmetries as the spin Hamiltonian, we
first employ a hidden symmetry [108] to write the Hamilto-
nian, Eq.(1), in a Heisenberg form, H =
∑
i j J0S′i · S′j, where
the site- and bond-dependent SO(3) transformation depends
on the normalized DM vector vˆi j according to,
S′k = (1 − cos φ)
(
vˆi j · Sk
)
vˆi j + cos φSk − sin φkSk × vˆi j, (5)
where φk = φ
(
δki − δk j
)
. The angle φ can be related to the θ
parameter used in the spin wave parametrization through φ =
θt/2 − θ. Using the methods of Refs. [109 and 110], we next
represent the rotated spin operators by fermionic spinons fσ
through S ′ai =
1
2 f
′†
iστ
a
σσ′ f
′
iσ′ , subject to the local constraint [5]∑
σ f
′†
iσ f
′
iσ = 1, which will later be approximated by a global
constraint for each sublattice. We identify the usual t−J model
order parameters for spin-conserving exchange, χˆ′i j = f
′†
iα f
′
jα
and singlet pairing, ∆ˆ′i j = f
′
iαiτ
y
αβ f
′
jβ = f
′
i↑ f
′
j↓− f ′i↓ f ′j↑. These or-
der parameters are then rotated back to the original coordinate
system using a SU(2) transformation. This procedure gives us
the parameters [69],
χˆi j = f
†
iα f jα, ψˆi j = f
†
iα
(
ivˆi j · ~τ
)
αβ
f jβ, (6)
∆ˆi j = fiαiτ
y
αβ f jβ, ξˆi j = fiα
(
τyvˆi j · ~τ
)
αβ
f jβ, (7)
representing spin-conserving exchange, non-spin-conserving
exchange, singlet pairing, and triplet pairing, respectively.
Similar order parameters have been employed for Kitaev-
Heisenberg models [111, 112], but in our model the compo-
nents of the non-spin-conserving exchange and triplet pairing
parameters get weighted by the DM vectors. This is a reflec-
tion of the spin-lattice coupling due to the the DM interaction,
and the effect vanishes in the absence of spin-orbit coupling,
as seen in the relations [69],
χˆ′i j = cos (θt/2 − θ) χˆi j + sin (θt/2 − θ) ψˆi j, (8)
∆ˆ′i j = cos (θt/2 − θ) ∆ˆi j − sin (θt/2 − θ) ξˆi j, (9)
where θ = θt/2 for the Heisenberg case, as before.
Dopants are introduced through a hopping term Ht =
−t∑〈i j〉σ (c†iσc jσ + H.c.), where c† is an electron or hole cre-
ation operator (our treatment is symmetric in this respect).
To disallow double occupation this fermion operator is rep-
resented as c†iσ = f
†
iσbi, where b is the slave-boson opera-
tor subject to the constraint 1 = b†i bi +
∑
σ f
†
iσ fiσ. We as-
sume that all bosons are condensed in their lowest band, i.e.
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FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the magnon Hall conductivity,
κxy(T ) for (a) the TKT trilayer system and (b) the KT bilayer system,
up to the estimated ordering temperature [69]. The sign change of
the thermal Hall conductivity with temperature is associated with a
change in which topological bands dominate the transport [69]. In
(a) kBT is given in units of t2/U.
δ = 〈b†i bi〉 = 〈b†i b j〉, which holds in the low-doping regime
at zero temperature. This leads us to the mean-field hopping
term Ht = −tδ∑〈i j〉 ( f †iσ f jσ + H.c). We further carry out mean-
field decouplings for all our order parameters, assuming one
value per sublattice. This results in a system of 36 mean-field
parameters to be solved self-consistently [69]. To make the
problem more tractable, we introduce Ansatze for s- and time-
reversal symmetry breaking d-wave states. In both cases we
distinguish between bonds between sites both located in the
kagome plane (in-plane bonds), and bonds between a site in
the kagome plane and a site in a triangular layer (out-of-plane
bonds). These are necessarily different, as in-plane and out-
of-plane sites have different coordination numbers. We also
take the exchange order parameters χin, χout, ψin and ψout to
be real-valued and the triplet pairing order parameter to be
zero. In the s-wave Ansatz, the singlet pairing parameter sat-
isfies ∆ = (∆in,∆in,∆out,∆out). In the d + id-wave Ansatz,
∆ =
(
∆in,∆inei2pi/3,∆outeipi/3,∆outeipi/3
)
[69].
The results of the self-consistent calculations are shown in
Fig. 3b. At low doping δ and spin-orbit coupling we find
the s-wave Ansatz to be energetically favorable. There is a
transition to the d + id-wave state at finite doping, the value
of which decreases with increased spin-orbit strength. Over
δ ≈ 0.2 the superconducting order parameter vanishes, lead-
ing to a Fermi liquid state. In both the s- and d + id-wave
solutions the self-consistent results have the order parameter
changing sign between in-plane and out-of-plane bonds, i.e.
sgn (∆out) = −sgn (∆in). This kind of sign change can be un-
derstood by analogy to layered superconductors, where non-
centrosymmetricity can induce Rashba SOC with signs that
alternate between layers, driving a similar sign change of the
order parameter [113–115]. While our model does not explic-
itly contain a Rashba-like term, spin-orbit physics is present
in the form of DM and Γ interactions. These, in turn, drive
a magnetic order, the moments of which can be considered
analogues of the effective magnetic field due to the Rashba
effect. Considering the AIAO order of Fig. 2a, one finds
that the in-plane moments can be averaged to an effective
field Be f f ∼ +zˆ. Similarly the out-of-plane moments have
Be f f ∼ −zˆ, which yields the same kind of sign structure.
Conclusion - In this Letter we have shown, using a strong
coupling (local moment) model, that thin film pyrochlore
iridate magnets are expected to exhibit topological magnon
bands, with strong signatures in the temperature dependence
of the thermal conductivity, as well as exotic time-reversal
symmetry broken d + id superconductivity upon doping. We
focused on the ultrathin bilayer and trilayer systems grown
in the [111] direction. Our work complements earlier stud-
ies that used the weak coupling limit as a starting point, and
draws connections to layered superconductors and magnon
Hall physics.
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(a) Bulk lattice (b) Bulk unit cell
FIG. 1. (color online) (a) Bulk pyrochlore lattice. Each tetrahedron
vertex is the site of an Ir atom. The four sites in the tetrahedral unit
cell are numbered 0 to 3. (b) The cubic coordinate system.
FIG. 2. (color online) The thin film lattice structure. The five sites of
the TKT trilayer unit cell are numbered 0 to 4. The KT bilayer has
the same structure, but excludes the site labeled 4. The lattice vectors
a1 and a2 are also shown.
COORDINATE SYSTEMS AND THIN FILM DM VECTORS
In this work, we neglect any physics due to the A site ions.
When the A site is magnetic, the exchange between the rare-
earth f electrons and Ir d electrons should in principle be
taken into account. In practice, many magnetic phenomena
appear independent of whether the A site is magnetic or not,
suggesting that the Ir physics is most important [1]. In addi-
tion, the f −d exchange can often stabilize the Ir ordering [2].
Our results will thus be directly applicable to pyrochlore iri-
dates with nonmagnetic A ions, and are also expected to apply
qualitatively to most cases with magnetic A ions.
We start with a bulk pyrochlore iridate in the cubic coor-
dinate system described in figs. 1a and 1b, in which each Ir
atom in the tetrahedral unit cell resides on a vertex of a cube
of length a/(2
√
2), where a is the lattice constant [3, 4]. Next,
we pick a kagome layer along the [111] direction and rotate it
into the xy-plane using
Rbulk→TKT =

1√
2
1√
2
0
− 1√
6
1√
6
√
2
3
1√
3
− 1√
3
1√
3
 . (1)
The resulting geometry is shown in fig. 2, having five (four)
sites in the unit cell in the TKT trilayer (KT bilayer). The
basis vectors are
r0 = (0, 0, 0) , r1 =
a
2
(1, 0, 0) , r2 =
a
4
(
1,
√
3, 0
)
, (2)
r3 =
a
4
1, √33 , 2
√
6
3
 , r4 = a4
1, 5√33 ,−2
√
6
3
 , (3)
with lattice vectors a1 = 2r1 and a2 = 2r2.
As alluded to in the main text, Moriya’s rules [5] allow de-
termining the directions of the DM vectors up to a sign in bulk
pyrochlore systems from symmetry [6]. One uses the fact that
a plane containing two Ir sites and the middle point of the op-
posite bond (the bond connecting the remaining two sites in
the tetrahedron) is a mirror plane. By one of Moriya’s rules,
the DM vectors are perpendicular to this mirror plane, i.e. par-
allel to the opposite bond. In the thin film scenario, this is not
possible in general. To see this, consider the plane containing
any bond within the kagome plane in fig. 2 and the center of
the opposite bond. The associated mirror operation necessar-
ily moves sites out of the plane. On the other hand, planes
containing the bond between one site in the kagome plane and
one site in a triangular layer do form mirror planes. Taken to-
gether, this means that the DM vectors for the thin film case
are underdetermined if only symmetry is used. To overcome
this difficulty, we assume that thin film systems inherit the
bulk DM vectors. For the purpose of this paper, we consider
a sandwich structure (see main text) with non-magnetic, lat-
tice matched support layers. By viewing the DM vectors as
a lattice property, the bulk DM vectors should be applicable
throughout the heterostructure. In this picture, the difference
between the magnetic Ir layer and the non-magnetic support
layers is simply the absence of magnetic moments. The thin
film DM vectors are thus defined to be
v˜rotαβ = Rbulk→TKT v˜αβ, (4)
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2where α and β are sublattice indices, and the six distinct nor-
malized indirect bulk DM vectors are
v˜01 =
1√
2
(0, 1,−1) , v˜02 = 1√
2
(−1, 0, 1) , (5)
v˜03 =
1√
2
(1,−1, 0) , v˜12 = 1√
2
(1, 1, 0) , (6)
v˜13 =
1√
2
(−1, 0,−1) , v˜23 = 1√
2
(0, 1, 1) . (7)
Note that by convention, the pyrochlore DM vectors are given
for the indirect configuration. Reversing the sign yields the di-
rect configuration [6]. The remaining DM vectors are related
by antisymmetry, v˜ ji = −v˜i j.
VARIATIONAL MEAN FIELD CALCULATIONS
Assuming a q = 0 structure with full ordering, 〈Sνβ〉 ≡ 〈Sβ〉,
the mean-field spin Hamiltonian can be written
H =
∑
µα
S aµαgµBB
a
eff,α (8)
where µ is a unit cell index, α a sublattice index and a the
vector index. The effective field (in units with gµB = 1) is
Baeff,α
2
=
∑
νβ
(
Jµανβ〈S aβ〉 − abcDbµανβ〈S cβ〉 + Γµανβ〈S bβ〉
)
. (9)
Working with fixed length classical spins, we solve the model
variationally, finding the spin configurations shown in the
main text. The deformed AIAO states for the KT bilayer sys-
tem are characterized by the z coordinate where the spins in-
tersect within the tetrahedron (z = 0 in the kagome plane).
In the AIAO order, the spins meet in the center of the tetra-
hedron, where z =
[
Rbulk→TKT (1, 1, 1)/(4
√
2)
]
z
≈ 0.102. As
fig. 3a shows, we can get arbitrarily close to the AIAO con-
figuration when the DM interaction dominates the Heisenberg
coupling J = 1. This also requires a particular choice for the
anisotropic coupling Γ, given in fig. 3b.
The above treatment assumes that the sandwich structure
is ideal, i.e. that the tetrahedra are not distorted. It is possi-
ble to consider the effect of weakly violating this assumption
by scaling the exchange parameters on equivalent bonds. We
have considered Ansatze in which (a) Jout = cJin with other
exchange parameters unchanged, (b) scaling all out-of-plane
parameters by c (corresponding to scaling t or U), and (c)
Jout = cJin, DMout = cDMin and Γout = c2Γin, where the su-
perscript in (out) corresponds to in-plane (out-of-plane) bonds.
We have explored the regime c ∈ [0.7, 1.3], c , 1, over which
these Ansatze for both TKT and KT systems yield the same
family of deformed AIAO states as previously found for the
KT bilayers.
On these lattices, the Heisenberg exchange is associated
with a large degeneracy. The degeneracy is lifted by the DMI,
so the ordering temperature is expected to be set by the DM
strength. In the related kagome [7] (with DM vectors perpen-
dicular to the plane) and bulk pyrochlore lattices [6] (with di-
rect DM vector configuration), the ordering temperatures fol-
low Tc ≈ DM, and Tc ≈ 2.5DM, respectively. As a conserva-
tive estimate for ordering temperatures in the tri- and bilayer
systems we scale the kagome Tc by the ratio of the average co-
ordination number to the coordination number of the kagome
lattice, resulting in Tc ≈ 1.2DM (Tc ≈ 1.125DM) for the TKT
(KT) system.
SPIN WAVE CALCULATION DETAILS
The strong coupling Hamiltonian can be written
H =
∑
i j
S ai Λ
ab
i j S
b
j . (10)
To describe deviations about the ground state, we rotate the
spin quantization axis for each site such that S z points along
the direction of the local moment,
S ai =
[
Ri
(
S˜ i
)]a
= Rabi S˜
b
i , (11)
where S ai is the spin operator with a global z axis and S˜
a
i has
the axis unique to site i. Next we introduce the Holstein-
Primakoff representation S˜ zi = s − a†i ai,
S˜ +i =
√
2s − a†i aiai, S˜ −i = a†i
√
2s − a†i ai. (12)
While we have s = 1/2 (from the je f f = 1/2 moments), a
large-s expansion is still justified at low temperatures when
〈a†i ai〉  2s. Truncating the expansion at linear order (ne-
glecting magnon-magnon interactions), splitting the site in-
dex i into a unit cell index µ and a sublattice index α, Fourier
transforming and carrying out a nearest-neighbor approxima-
tion results in the Hamiltonian
H =
1
2
∑
αβ,
∑
k
[
Aαβ (k) a†α (k) aβ (k) + Bαβ (k) a
†
α (k) a
†
β (−k)
+ B?αβ (−k) aα (−k) aβ (k) + A?αβ (−k) aα (−k) a†β (−k)
]
, (13)
where
Aαβ (k) =
1
4
[
Λ˜xxαβ + Λ˜
yy
αβ − iΛ˜xyαβ + iΛ˜yxαβ
]
Cαβ (k)
− δαβ
∑
γ
Λ˜zzαγCαβ (0) , (14)
Bαβ (k) =
1
4
[
Λ˜xxαβ − Λ˜yyαβ + iΛ˜xyαβ + iΛ˜yxαβ
]
Cαβ (k) , (15)
where, writing rαβ = rα − rβ,
Cαβ (k) =
 2 cos
(
k · rαβ
)
, α, β ∈ {0, 1, 2}
ei(k·rαβ) , α or β ∈ {3, 4} , (16)
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FIG. 3. (color online) (a) The plot shows how close the magnetic configuration of the KT bilayer system can get to the AIAO state (represented
by the solid line) as a function of the DMI strength. (b) shows the value of the anisotropic coupling Γ that realizes this approximate AIAO
state, as a function of the DMI strength. The Heisenberg coupling is set to J = 1.
and Λ˜abαβ =
[
RTαΛαβRβ
]ab
. The Hamiltonian is written on a
matrix form by means of a Bogoliubov transformation,
Hk = X†hX, h (k) =
[
A (k) B (k)
B? (−k) A? (−k)
]
(17)
where X =
(
a0 (k) , . . . am (k) , a†0 (−k) , . . . a†m (−k)
)T
and m = 4 (3) for the TKT (KT) geometry. Since it is a
bosonic system, extra care has to be taken to make sure that
the Bogoliubov transformation is canonical [8–10]. Thus the
physical energies are the positive eigenvalues of gh (k), where
g =
(
In×n 0
0 −In×n
)
, (18)
and In×n is the n×n identity matrix. For the TKT (KT) system,
n = 5 (n = 4).
To complement the spectra shown in the main text, the full
band evolutions are shown in figures 4 and 5, for the TKT and
KT systems, respectively.
THERMAL HALL CONDUCTIVITY
One of the possible signatures of non-trivial Berry curva-
ture in magnon bands is a thermal Hall effect for magnons.
Here we calculate the thermal magnon Hall conductivity κxy
for both the TKT and KT geometries. We use the expression
κxy = −
k2BT
~V
∑
k
N∑
n=1
[
c2
[
g (nk)
] − pi2
3
]
Ωnk, (19)
from Ref. [11], which holds for general spin wave Hamilto-
nians that may have terms not conserving the total magnon
number. Here g (nk) is the Bose-Einstein distribution and Ωnk
is the Berry curvature for the n:th band. The function c2 is
defined
c2 (x) = (1 + x)
[
ln
(
1 + x
x
)]2
− [ln x]2 − 2Li2 (−x) , (20)
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FIG. 4. (color online) Spin-wave spectra in the trilayer system. Ener-
gies are given in units of t2/U. There is a band closing at θc = 1.26,
associated with a sign change in the Chern number, from +1 for
θ > θc to −1 for θ < θc.
where Lin (x) is the polylogarithm, and has the limits
c2
[
g (nk)
] → pi2/3 (0) as β → 0 (β → ∞). Hence, κxy
vanishes as T → 0 and is generically non-zero for higher tem-
peratures.
We calculate Ωnk using the Fukui lattice discretization
method [12] for momentum space grids of 1000 × 1000 sites,
and then compute κxy for both the TKT and KT systems. The
41
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FIG. 5. (color online) Spin-wave spectra in the bilayer system. Ener-
gies are given in units of the Heisenberg coupling J. There is a band
closing around DM = −1.3, separating the topological sector with
Chern number −1 from the trivial sector at |DM| > 1.3.
results are shown in fig. 6 , for temperatures up to the esti-
mated ordering temperatures. The sign of the initial bump re-
flects the topological sector of the lowest band. We do observe
a sign change in the thermal Hall conductivity as a function of
temperature, due to the onset on the contribution of higher
bands with opposite sign Berry curvatures. For the KT sys-
tems in the topological sector and TKT systems with θ > 1.12
the sign change occurs below the estimated ordering temper-
ature. This sign change has also been shown to exist in ferro-
magnetic kagome systems [13], where it has also been shown
to persist in the paramagnetic regime above the ordering tem-
perature. We note, however, that it is not an ubiquitous fea-
ture. In e.g. two-band models the Berry curvatures are neces-
sarily equal and opposite, so the upper band can not overcome
the magnitude of the Berry curvature of the lower band [14].
In order to estimate the sensitivity required to experimen-
tally resolve the sign change, we may use the magnitude of
the initial bump. For TKT systems with U = 2.5 eV, t = U/6,
we find 2.2 · 10−11 W/K for θ = 1.15, and 1.7 · 10−11 W/K
for θ = 1.57. For the KT bilayer with J = 27.3 meV, we
find 1.9 ·10−12 W/K. These values can be compared to experi-
mentally achieved numbers for suspended thinfilms (less than
10−8 W/K, [15]) and for nanowires (10−11 W/K, [16]). Since
the conductance predicted here is a topological property, it
should be possible to shrink and shape the sample in order to
minimize spurious contributions from substrates etc.
The magnon bands may be broadened, particularly if the
system is away from the strong-coupling limit. If two bands
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FIG. 6. (color online) Magnon Hall conductivity for TKT trilayer
system with (a) θ = 1.57, and (b) θ = 1.15. The thermal energy kBT
is given in units of t2/U. In (c) and (d) magnon Hall conductivity
is shown for the KT bilayer system with (c) DM = −0.7, and (d)
DM = −1.3, respectively. In (a), (b) and (c), the sign of the initial
bump depends on the sign of the Chern number of the lowest band.
At higher temperatures, bands with opposite sign Berry curvatures
contribute and eventually come to dominate. In (d) the system is in
the trivial sector for the lowest band, and there is no sign change.
close to each other undergo such broadening, the higher band
will contribute to the Hall conductivity at lower temperatures
than in the non-broadened case. If the two bands have oppo-
site Chern number, this leads to a suppression of the conduc-
tivity. When this happens to the two lowest bands, the initial
peak in the Hall response will be reduced. However, while
the Berry curvature is strongest near avoided crossings, there
is also a non-negligible amount in other parts of the Brillouin
zone. Hence the signal should only disappear if the bands
come to overlap completely.
To estimate the broadening due to intermediate coupling
we may look to the comparison of RPA and spin-wave cal-
culations in bulk pyrochlore iridates [17]. From their figures,
the broadening can be estimated to be / 3meV (or 35K), at
least away from the frustrated limit. Away from the topologi-
cal transitions we thus expect only quantitative modifications
to the magnon Hall response due to magnon broadening.
DERIVING ORDER PARAMETERS
In deriving the strong-coupling (spin) Hamiltonian used
throughout this study, half-filling was assumed. In order
to study doping effects and allow for deviations from half-
filling, we reintroduce the density-density term by H′i j =
Hi j − Jnin j/4, where
Hi j = JSi · S j + Di j ·
(
Si × S j
)
+ S ai Γ
ab
i j S
b
j . (21)
5In order to define order parameters with the same symmetry
as the Hamiltonian, we make use of a hidden symmetry due
to Ref. [18] to write Hi j = J0S′i · S′j, where
S′i = (1 − cos φ)
(
vˆi j · Si
)
vˆi j + cos φSi − sin φSi × vˆi j, (22)
S′j = (1 − cos φ)
(
vˆi j · S j
)
vˆi j + cos φS j + sin φS j × vˆi j. (23)
This hidden symmetry is a property of the spin Hamiltonian,
and does not introduce any further assumptions. The above
expressions describe rotations about the axis given by the DM
vector vˆi j by an angle φi = φ = −φ j. Using the identity
(A × B) · (C × D) = (A · C) (B · D) − (A · D) (B · C) (24)
for the scalar quadruple product, one finds
S′i · S′j =
[
cos2 φ − sin
2 φ
3
]
Si · S j + 2 sin φ cos φvˆi j ·
(
Si × S j
)
+ 2 sin2 φS ai
[
vai jv
b
i j −
δab
3
]
S bj . (25)
We identify the coefficients
J = J0
[
cos2 φ − sin
2 φ
3
]
, (26)
DM = J02 sin φ cos φ, (27)
Γ = J02 sin2 φ. (28)
Comparing to the parametrization used in the main text we
find J0 = 4t2/U and φ = θt/2 − θ.
In the rotated basis, the Hamiltonian
H′i j = J0S
′
i · S′j − Jnin j/4 (29)
represents a standard t − J model at t = 0. Introducing a
fermionic spinon representation S′i =
1
2 f
′
iα
†~ταβ f ′iβ (subject to
the constraint
∑
σ f
†′
i f
′
i = 1), where ~τ is the vector of Pauli
matrices, we can immediately identify the standard order pa-
rameters χˆ′i j = f
†′
iα f
′
jα and ∆ˆ
′
i j = f
′
iαiτ
y
αβ f
′
jβ, for spin-conserving
exchange and singlet pairing, respectively, and write
H′i j =
J0
4
[
f †′iα f
′
iα − χˆ′i j
(
χˆ′i j
)† − (∆ˆ′i j)† ∆ˆ′i j] − J4nin j. (30)
To go back to the original basis, we note that the SO(3) rota-
tions in eqs. (22) and (23) can also be implemented as a SU(2)
rotation acting on the spinon degrees of freedom [19]. Denot-
ing the SO(3) rotation matrix by Ri j (φ) and the corresponding
SU(2) transformation by Ui j (φ) we have
S′i =
1
2
f ′iα
†ταβ f ′iβ =
1
2
f †iαRi j (φ)~ταβ fiβ
=
1
2
(
f †i U
†
i j (φ)
)
α
~ταβ
(
Ui j (φ) fi
)
β
, (31)
i.e. f ′iα
† = f †iβ
[
U†i j (φ)
]
βα
. Applying this SU(2) rotation to the
order parameters χˆ′ and ∆ˆ′ we find
χˆ′i j = cos (φ) χˆi j + sin (φ) ψˆi j, (32)
∆ˆ′i j = cos (φ) ∆ˆi j − sin (φ) ξˆi j, (33)
where
χˆi j = f
†
iα f jα, ψˆi j = f
†
iα
(
ivˆi j · ~τ
)
αβ
f jβ, (34)
∆ˆi j = fiαiτ
y
αβ f jβ, ξˆi j = fiα
(
τyvˆi j · ~τ
)
αβ
f jβ. (35)
In terms of the new order parameters, the t − J-like Hamilto-
nian becomes
H′i j = −t
(
c†iσc jσ + H.c.
)
+
J0
4
[
f †iσ fiσ − cos2 φ
(
χˆi jχˆ
†
i j + ∆ˆ
†
i j∆ˆi j
)
− sin φ cos φ
(
χˆi jψˆ
†
i j + ψˆi jχˆ
†
i j − ∆ˆ†i jξˆi j − ξˆ†i j∆ˆi j
)
− sin2 φ
(
ψˆi jψˆ
†
i j + ξˆ
†
i jξˆi j
)]
− J
4
nin j, (36)
where we have also introduced the hopping term for the
dopants, the t-term.
SLAVE BOSON MEAN FIELD THEORY
To disallow double occupation, the fermionic dopant cre-
ation operator is represented as c†iσ = f
†
iσbi, where bi is a
slave-boson subject to the constraint 1 = b†i bi +
∑
σ f
†
iσ fiσ.
At low temperatures and doping, all bosons can be as-
sumed to be condensed, so that 〈b†i bi〉 = 〈b†i b j〉 = δ.
This leads to the mean-field form for hopping term Ht =
−tδ∑〈i j〉 ( f †iσ f jσ + H.c.) and the approximation nin j ≈ 1 −
b†i bi − b†jb j.
We introduce mean-field decouplings for all the order
parameters, assuming a translationally invariant solution. The
result is a model with 36 parameters (9 a priori independent
χαβ parameters etc.) to be solved self-consistently. To make it
more tractable we introduce Ansatze for s- and d-wave super-
conductivity states that distinguish between in-plane bonds
(bonds 01, 02 and 12 in fig. 2) and out-of-plane bonds (bonds
03, 04, 13, 14, 23, 24). In both ansatzes, the triplet pairing
order parameters are assumed to be zero. The exchange pa-
rameters χin, χout, ψin, and ψout are assumed to be real-valued
and constant, with χin = χ01 = χ02 = χ12 and so on. In the
s-wave Ansatz (∆01,∆02,∆03,∆04) = (∆in,∆in,∆out,∆out),
and in the d-wave Ansatz (∆01,∆02,∆03,∆04) =(
∆in,∆inei2pi/3,∆outeipi/3,∆outeipi/3
)
. We also neglect sin2 φ
terms, which is justified in the region of interest. The d-wave
Ansatz is complex in momentum space, and thus breaks time
reversal symmetry, and represents a d + id state.
The constraint 1 = δ+
∑
σ f
†
iσ fiσ is relaxed to be satisfied on
average in each sublattice, rather than on each site. To imple-
ment it, we use Lagrange multipliers λin and λout for in- and
out-of-plane sublattices, respectively. At each iteration of the
self-consistent solution we find values of the Lagrange multi-
pliers such that the constraint is satisfied. Then the Hamilto-
nian is diagonalized, and we calculate expectation values for
the order parameters using the expressions in the next section.
The self-consistent parameters are then updated using conser-
vative mixing, until convergence is found.
6EXPECTATION VALUES
Throughout the self-consistent calculations, we want to
evaluate expectation values of the order parameters derived
above. The expressions for the expectation values are derived
in a way similar to that of Ref. [20]. We rewrite the Hamilto-
nian
H − H0 =
∑
k
ϕ†kHkϕk =
∑
k
ϕ†kUkDkU
†
kϕk (37)
≡
∑
k
γ†kDkγk (38)
where H0 is the constant part, Dk is a diagonal matrix with the
eigenvalues of Hk as its elements, Uk is the matrix constructed
from the (normalized) eigenvectors of Hk and ϕk is the vector
ϕk =
(
f0↑ (k) , f0↓ (k) . . . f4↓ (k) , f †0↑ (−k) ,
f †0↓ (−k) . . . f †4↓ (−k)
)T
, (39)
introduced in the Bogoliubov transformation. Here T de-
notes transpose. γk represents the annihilation operator for
the effective quasiparticle in the diagonal basis, and satisfies
γk,a = U
†
k,abϕk,b, where the vector indices a, b run over the 20
components of ϕ.
For clarity, summation over spin indices σ is not assumed
in the following. The expectation value for the density n is
calculated as by averaging over all sites on the same sublattice.
nµα =
∑
σ
〈 f †µασ fµασ〉 =
Nsublattices
Nsites
∑
µ
∑
σ
〈 f †µασ fµασ〉
=
5
Nsites
∑
k
〈ϕ†k,2α+1ϕk,2α+1 + ϕ†k,2α+2ϕk,2α+2〉
=
5
Nsites
∑
k
〈γ†k,b
([
U†k
]
b,2α+1
[Uk]2α+1,c
+
[
U†k
]
b,2α+2
[Uk]2α+2,c
)
γk,c〉, (40)
where Nsites is the total number of lattice sites. The matrix
element is non-zero if and only if b = c and the state corre-
sponding to b is occupied, i.e. the b:th eigenvalue of Hk is less
than or equal to zero. Using
[
U†k
]
b,2α+1
=
[
U?k
]
2α+1,b
we write
nµα =
5
Nsites
∑
k
∑
b occ.
[∣∣∣[Uk]2α+1,b∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣[Uk]2α+2,b∣∣∣2] (41)
Similarly, we calculate the expectation value for χ
χµα,µα+v =
5
Nsites
∑
k
∑
b occ.
eik·v
([
U?k
]
2α+1,b
[Uk]2αα+v+1,b
+
[
U?k
]
2α+2,b
[Uk]2αα+v+2,b
)
, (42)
where v denotes the displacement vector from Rµ + rα to some
nearest neighbor and αα+v denotes the sublattice index of that
site. The other order parameters have the expectation values
∆µα,µα+v =
5
Nsites
∑
k
e−ik·v
∑
b unocc.
(
[Uk]2α+1,b
[
U?k
]
10+2αα+v+2,b
− [Uk]2α+2,b
[
U?k
]
10+2αα+v+1,b
)
, (43)
ψµα,µα+v =
5
Nsites
∑
k
ieik·v
∑
b occ.
{[
U?k
]
2α+1,b
[Uk]2αα+v+2,b v
−
α,αα+v
+
[
U?k
]
2α+2,b
[Uk]2αα+v+1,b v
+
α,αα+v
+ vzα,αα+v
([
U?k
]
2α+1,b
[Uk]2αα+v+1,b
−
[
U?k
]
2α+2,b
[Uk]2αα+v+2,b
)}
, (44)
where v±α,αα+v = v
x
α,αα+v
± ivyα,αα+v , and
ξµα,µα+v =
5
Nsites
∑
k
ie−ik·v
∑
b unocc.{
[Uk]2α+1,b
[
U?k
]
10+2αα+v+1,b
(
−v+α,αα+v
)
+ [Uk]2α+2,b
[
U?k
]
10+2αα+v+2,b
v−α,αα+v
+ vzα,αα+v
(
[Uk]2α+1,b
[
U?k
]
10+2αα+v+2,b
+ [Uk]2α+2,b
[
U?k
]
10+2αα+v+1,b
)}
(45)
Note that the pairing order parameters ∆ and ξ involve sums
over unoccupied (positive energy) states, instead of occupied
states.
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